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THE DOUBLE WEDDING RING BLOCK

TECHNIQUES

Slide 1 The Accucutter uses templet dies. It is the only I actually got to try.

Slide 2 The dies come on two boards. The first one has the big background piece. The second has all 

the other pieces including a solid arch piece in case you did not want a pieced arch. The other pieces 

are the melon shaped background piece and the segments of the archs.

Slide 3 The directions for the DWR block did not come with the templets, you had to go online and 

print them. To make the archs you sew together 3 of the center arch pieces, then sew the next piece to 

each end and to half the arch pieces another piece will be sewn on to each end.

Slide 4 Quiltsmart uses printed interfacing. The next one I would like to try. You need to buy the kit 

which comes with printed interfacing pieces and directions. You can also purchase a templet piece 

separate to cut out the segments of the archs or you can make your own templet that can be traced from

the direction sheet.

Slide 5 This technique starts with you cutting 2&1/2 inch strips and cutting pieces to size from templet 

piece. You then sew 6 of these pieces together to form your arch. Next sew interfacithng pieces onto the

archs, trim, turn and finger press. Next layout archs on 12 inch background squares, matching wings to 

corners, fuse archs to squares and stitch down with zig zag stitch or other decorative stitch. Then sew 

2&1/2 squares on the diagonal to each corner. This makes your block, which then can be sewn together 

in rows. I was told this is an easy version to do. There is a Y-tube out there for this technique.

Slide 6 Quiltworx uses foundation paper piecing method by Judy Niemyer. This method starts by 

cutting 2&1/2 inch strips and stacking them in the order they will be sewn onto the foundation paper 

pieces, which starts in the center of the archs and works outward. Half of the arch pieces will have an 

extra square on each end.

Slide 7 After making the arch pieces you will have to trace the melon and large background piece onto 

freezer paper, press to background fabric and cut out leaving freezer on as it will give more stability 

when sewing on archs. A couple extra tools needed for this method are the add a quarter ruler and the 

purple thang.

Slide 8 Metro Rings uses the Quick curve ruler by Sew Kind of Wonderful. 

Slide 9 This method starts with 2&1/2 inch strips cut in half and sewn together in strip sets of 5. These 

are then trimed to a width of 10 inches. The quick curve ruler is then positioned on the strip set and cut 

is made in the curve cut out. Continue to follow directions to make the archs.

Slide 10 For the first background piece you need to cut a 9 inch square and then cut these squares in 

half on the diagonal. Then these triangle units are lined up with the QCR and cut according to the 

directions. For the second background piece cut strips 2&3/4 inch by 10 inch and line up with the QCR 

and cut following directions. These background pieces are then sewn to each side of the archs and 

squared up. The sections are the paired and sew together. After this a setting triangle is sewn to two 

sides to make a square. The blocks are then squared up and sewn together. There is a Y-tube for this 

method.

Slide 11 John Flynn book

Slide 12 John Flynn method uses a templet set. There is a Y-tube hosted by Nancy Roelfsema

Slide 13 Creative Grides Has a templet set.

Slide 14 Quilters Paradise has the cutrite DWR templet set. There is a Y-tube

Slide 15 Summer wedding ring is a pattern by Black Cat Designs by Jamie Janow. The pattern uses the 

H block and although it is not a true DWR I thought it would be fun to do if you do not want to go the 

curved piecing route.






